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Middle Kingdom Equestrian Barony Honored by Visit
Event July 4th Weekend.
from HRM
Twelve horses, their
Cameron
owners and many
His Royal Majesty Cameron of Beckenham, 89th
King Middle Kingdom
attended the Middle
Kingdom Equestrian
Event and there authorized equestrian, participated on the thrown

other friends participated in the third Middle Kingdom Equestrian Event at Kirkridge Valley Farms
over the three day July
4th weekend. Hard
work and great planning made this event
an unmitigated success. Mother Nature

even cooperated with
relatively low humidity and some cooling
breezes. The ground
crew performed beautifully doing many
tasks that in the past, the participants would have had to share.
Their help and effort truly made
the event enjoyable for the owners. Authorizations took place,
some “pony rides” as well but
most importantly, the games and
classes took center stage. Food
and camping were provided on
site for convenience.

weapons range
and held an informal Court from
which all came
away cheerful.
Awards of Arms
were granted to
Lady Aurora and
her Lord Boen as well as Lady Mikayla. Nan Astrid of York was granted a White Chamfron and
her Lord Pieter vanDoorn was granted a White
Lance. Among the other awards and recognitions
given, Marian Hryhorcova received a Purple Fret.
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Important information about this publication:
This is the June, July. 2014 issue of the RivenSTAR, a publication
of the Barony of Rivenstar of the Society for Creative
Anachronism, Inc. (SCA, Inc.). The RivenSTAR is available from
Marian Hryhorcova (Marion Miller) 3340 Morgan St. West
Lafayette, IN 47906. It is not a corporate publication of SCA,
Inc., and does not delineate SCA, Inc. policies. Copyright ©
2009 Society for Creative Anachronism, Inc. For information on
reprinting photographs, articles, or artwork from this publication,
please contact the Chronicler, who will assist you in contacting
the original creator of the piece. Please respect the legal rights of
our contributors.
The RivenSTAR gratefully accepts submissions of articles and
artwork. These must be copyright free and of interest to the SCA
community. The editor reserves the right to edit material before
publication due to content or space constraints. Artwork should
be submitted in electronic format (gif or jpg files, please.) Use
simple fonts like Times New Roman or Arial for text
submissions. Please e-mail artwork, text submissions, and
corrections to the RivenSTAR editor Marian Hryhorcova, email:
miller41@purdue.edu
Credits: A portion of the images in this publication are
protected by U.S. and Worldwide Copyright laws, and are owned
by Microsoft® Publisher 2000. The Rivenstar shield was
provided by Mistress Heirusalem Crystoma. Pdf conversion
provided by Warder Gallien Le Cavalier de l'Ile. Officer badges
can be found at the MK Chronicler’s website in the clip art
section http://www.midrealm.org/chronicler/
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Regular Weekly Activities Info
Mondays
7:00 pm - Madrigal Choir Rehearsal
8:00 pm - Baronial Business Meetings
Held in Stewart Center at Purdue
See Baronial Calendar back page of this issue.

Wednesdays
8:00 pm - Heavy and Rapier Fighter Practice
Held at the Purdue Armory on Campus (summer hours differ)
Contact: Uaisle Malie Bean MhicAoid’ (Tammy E. Holwin)
email: thatcutefencer@gmail.com

Sundays
3:00—5:00 PM— Dance Practice (on hiatus)
Contact:
email:

Archery Practice - Some Sundays, look for information on
the RivenList

More Activities!
Equestrian Practices start in the Spring, weather permitting,
and are usually held twice a month on Sunday afternoons
from 1-4 pm.
Sewing Circles occur at random times when they are needed.

Officers of the Barony of Rivenstar

Baron - Duke Moonwulf Starkaardhersson,
Master of Arms, OP (Michael Longcor)

Chronicler - Lady Marian Hryhorcova (Marion Miller)
email: miller41@purdue.edu

Baroness - Countess Takaya Mereleone, OP (Vickie Poole)
email: takaya@juno.com

MoAS - Lady Olwen of Buckland (Sara Clark)
email: urthmomma@aol.com

Seneschal - Lord Gallien de’Ilse

Chirurgeon - Lady Danilla of Dacia (Dana Mosher)
email: danajoym@gmail.com

Knight's Marshal - Lord Orentil
Rapier Marshal - Lady Uaisle Malie Bean MhicAoid’ (Tammy E.
Holwin)
email: thatcutefencer@gmail.com
Archery Marshal - Lord Wilhelm of Rivenstar (Ryan Jones)
email: jonesra@purdue.edu (MIT)
Equestrian Marshal - Baroness Takaya Mereleone (Vickie Poole)
email: takaya@juno.com
Herald - Lady Aurora Lucia Mariella
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Exchequer - Lady Francoise Katz
Chatelaine - Lady Marilynde of the Rocks (Mary Rusek)
email: mary.rusek@swiftenterprises.com
Web Minister - Yoshichi
Dance Mistress - Position Open
Medieval Society of Purdue President - Bethie
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Monday, May 19, 2014
Seneschal Gallien took a poll of those present to
determine which was the primary reason for their
attendance at the business meeting (business, socialization or specific topics of conversation). He
has planned to structure the meeting so as to meet
these priorities.
Event Reports: Takaya, Pieter, Nan and Mikki
had a planning session for the Equestrian Event.
Gallien went to MKAD and re-authorized again.
It was incredibly well attended.
Officer Reports: Archery—Everyone was too
busy to play Archery this week. Note: A new
Archery marshal or MIT will be needed by Oct.
We don’t currently have a warrented Archery
Marshal. The question was raised as to whether
we actually need one but Takaya said that we
probably did because it is a published activity in
the Barony. Aurora said that maybe Boen would
be interested.
A&S—Go to Crown for the Kingdom A&S faire
there on Saturday. Pennsic classes should be
showing up soon. 67 days to land grab. Deadline
for registration is June 15th.
Herald—Aurora recognized Drake as a potential
incoming Herald. She is training him. She found
out that we do currently have a populace badge
but since it is what we currently use to indicate a
recipient of the Order of the Rivenstar. She had
examples of possible badges to be used as a populace badge. A vote needs to be taken. It could be
a vote of the entire populace or of only the officers. The discussion was tables to be picked up at
another time. Aurora indicated that she had another report due soon.
Chronicler—an issue of the RivenSTAR is out
today. We do things. Tell me what you do.
Webminister—Yoshichi is looking for web material such as articles, history and photos. Marian
has all the photos published in the RivenSTAR
over the last several years and some historical
ones from Wulf and will pass them all on with his
permission. Yoshichi hopes to have the new website up in 2—2.5 weeks. Gallien noted that the
constellation website if somewhat broken and Yoshichi said he’d volunteer his services.
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Exchequer—Francoise needs to get Gallien’s signature on the bank account. She gave a check for Insurance to Takaya for the standard equestrian insurance
and will give one at a later date to cover the event.
‘Coise notes that everyone at the event must sign a
waiver whether they rice or not. It can be in roster
form. She will be at Troll for the Event.
Marshal—Archery will happen at the event if there is
interest. Wilhelm can show up. There will be a call
out on the list and on Facebook. Archery can begin at
6 PM on Thurs nights starting next week. Armored
and rapier fighting will be at 6:30 PM on Slayter Hill
starting this week Wednesday.
Equestrian—there will not be practice this week but
there is an equestrian event at Crown this weekend.
There will be authorizations at our event. Takaya has
a report due Wed.
Current Business: Equestrian Event—there is an on
-line volunteer list. We are hoping to offer people
who bring horses the opportunity to ride as much as
possible. Asking for ground crew volunteers from the
non-riders in the Barony to re-set the games on Fri
and Sat morning. Pieter would like to have a ground
crew practice/training and combine it with a clean-up
day. All volunteers will be fed that day. Training
will include steps for safety etc. There are procedures
for most things. Training day will be June 1st. Drake
and Wilhelm volunteered as did Gallien when he is
not busy with Heralding activities. Anyone can come
out and help with the Work Day. Many hands are
needed. Nan is cooking!
Baron - Concerning Baronial Badges and after conferring with Her Excellency Takaya, Wulf presented a
possible alternative to those mentioned earlier by
Aurora.
Off Topic: ’Coise noted that the Hoosier Hills fiber
fest if June 2. At the Mind Boggling Event at the
Celery Bog, ‘Coise grabbed a brochure of “natural
dyeing with native plants” with a reference to more
information at www.spinningdaily.com Check it out
if interested.
Special Topic Discussion: Aurora read the pertinent
text for the choice and election of a Populace Badge
needing letters of support for selection of devices then
outlined the two routes to go through to make it official: Officer’s vote or 3/4 of populace vote.
Page 3
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Aurora will work up the design in several iterations.
She noted that with a field-less badge, only 1 point of
difference is different. Discussion ensued on the
various badges for the Orders of Rivenstar vs. the
one proposed. A tower is related to grandeur (wealth
and esteem) first then to defense secondly.
Gallien is now officially the Seneschal of the Barony
as he just checked his email and the paperwork has
come through.

Monday, June 2, 2014
Event Reports: The Rivenstar equestrian team went
to Crown Tourney this weekend, as did Sigulf, Wulf,
Francoise and Dani among others. Cadogan and
AnnMarie won. The team enjoyed the challenge
course. Michaela is now a true member of the SCA
because she was sewing until 4:30 AM so that her
dress would match her horse’s barding! Siguld
judged the Kingdom A&S. Sir Marcus from Fort
Wayne was put on vigil for a Laurel. Lady Mairi
was put on vigil for Pelican. Dani stepped up on
Sunday night as the Kingdom Chirurgeon. Hand it to
Llewellyn, the Feast was great, even though it was
very, very late. Pieter also reported on Chaos at the
Castle. The fencing was great as was the melee sequence with Styrofoam fruit. Yoshichi was there and
had a couple of fun moments hiding fruit. Pieter won
the tournament.
Officer Reports: Chronicler—Marian gave Yoshichi all the past issues of the RivenSTAR in digital
form as well as a copy of all the photos she had.
Herald—Aurora is now the outgoing Herald and
Drake is officially registered and ready to take over.
They will do the June report together.
Webminister—Yoshichi is updating content just
now. The new website is all uploaded and ready to
go in place of the old site.
A&S—Aurora is now the incoming A&S officer and
will arrange to get with Olwen to officially take over
the office. She is moving toward hosting sewing
classes at her house and maybe even a banner in the
future.
Exchequer—’Coise’s report is due in June. She
owes a check to Pieter for insurance, getting ready
Page 4
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for the Equestrian Event. Next up—Pennsic.
Seneschal—Gallien noted that his report was
turned in on time.
Baroness—Takaya said to register for Pennsic very
soon if you are going. June 15th is the deadline.
Baron—Wulf asked those going to Pennsic to send
a the dimensions of their tent including the fly and
guide ropes to Virnin Clay and copy Adam on it as
well. Thank you for any who helped Virnin move
and who cleaned up at Huis Doorn.
Marshal—The Armory is available for back-up we
are expecting rain on Wed.
Archery—There was practice on Sunday. Drake,
Wilhelm and Breanna shot. Practice will be again
on Thurs. at 5 PM weather permitting.
Current Business: Equestrian Event—Much was
accomplished by the ground crew this weekend.
We now have a fire pit. Vegetation is cleared. The
shower construction has commenced and has gone
up very easily so far. Shower—if the water flow
stops, the heat shuts off. Also, if the water flows
for longer than 20 minutes, the heat shuts off. Porto-johns have been rented; 1 for the camping area
(handicapped accessible), 1 in the causeway and 1
near the archery range. The new gaming equipment
has been tested thanks to Mikki and Drake. Pieter
has sent a query to determine if the King and
Queen want to hold Court and to ascertain their
other needs. Pieter also took care of the Pale ad.
He changed the fee structure so as to charge for
camping, not a site fee which is more equitable for
those using the site. Pieter asked about packets of
blank forms and waivers. Dani volunteered to help
on those. Where are we at with the volunteer signup sheet? There is a complement of ground crew
and training session will be on Sunday for them.
Drake will keep score for the Marshals’ Only Tourney on Saturday. Francoise will be at Troll, Takaya will be MIC, Gallien will serve as Field Herald. There are lots of classes planned. Kiltegern
will teach many but not all for others have volunteered. There will also be guided riding for novices.
Other Business: Takaya announced that she is
teaching a class and won’t be able to be at business
meeting for the next 8 weeks.
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There was a question raised if anyone had heard
about Baronial Polling. No, no one had. Dani sent
an email inquiry yesterday but no one has responded
yet. For those who know her, Imelda will be coming to Pennsic and camping with Rivenstar. She’ll
be bringing her dogs Lucy and Ricky.
Special Topics: Discussion on the Populace Badge.
Aurora noted that The order of the Rivenstar is registered as a Baronial Badge. The Defender of
Rivenstar; a Rivenstar on escutcheon without a border or with border was discussed. Then discussion
moved on to 2 possible populace badges. Aurora
will try for a chess rook azure with rivenstar argent
overall.
Parking Lot: The shower tent set up configurations
and equestrian menu were discussed.
Monday, June 9, 2014
Event Reports: Drake, Nan and Marian had a food
prep session for the Equestrian Even at Marian’s
house this weekend. During Equestrian practice for
the event, Shadow was acting up. Pieter noted that
there was a Life Flight out of Northern Oaken War
Maneuvers this weekend, a fencer with a concussion
but he’s ok now. Let’s make sure to be save out on
the lists!!
Officers Reports: Archery—Breanna noted that
she and Nan had unofficial practice on Thurs and it
went very well. On Sunday, Breanna, Boen, Aurora
and Wilhelm shot. They noted that improvement is
noticeable. Another practice will be held again on
Thurs.
Equestrian—There was practice on Sunday in
which Mikki, Drake, Nan and Pieter participated.
Exchequer—Francoise sent out a check about a
month ago for ACCEPS for the ability to accept
payment on-line. We need to link ACCEPS to our
website as we are now on the Kingdom site.
A&S—Olwen is looking for information on Pennsic
classes. Lots of Bardic stuff happening.
Herald (Deputy) - Drake has nothing to report
Chronicler—Marian needs someone to take notes
for next two weeks due to her vacation
Seneschal—Note that next Monday is the deadline
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for Pennsic registration. Gallien has not yet heard
back on the Baronial Poll. He has begun the process
to gain approval to get a background check so that
he could be the official baronial representative for
any youth that may be at fighter practice. With that
done, the Barony is legally covered.
Baron—register for Pennsic
Current Business: Equestrian Event—there is a
distinct lack of guests. We are way behind on registrations from where we were other years. We can
have a very small event though, we may want to set
a minimum number that we should not go below.
We may need to reconsider having the equestrian
event in the future. However, the point is that this
year, Royalty is planning to attend. The high price
of gas may be a factor in low participation. Pieter is
asking for help withy putting up the tents prior to
the event—maybe on Tues., July 1st at 6:30 PM.
He would also like to borrow trash cans from Barony members rather than purchase more. May need
someone to collect trash. Decided to stay with 2
port-o-pots because of the low registration numbers.
Water—We need someone to cover water as well,
perhaps Wilhelm so is planning to be there. Preparations are progressing. We now have new game
equipment and also the tables and chairs needed for
the event. Pieter has been trying to get word out via
e-mail to various lists and Facebook to encourage
more participation in the event. With the possibility
of a Court, get award recommendations in soon.
Pennsic—Nan will have Cook Group info out soon.
The Chronicler was on vacation for two weeks followed by a week without a meeting due to the July
4th holiday and Equestrian Event.

Monday, July 7, 2014
Officer Reports: Seneschal—Gallien has completed the background check process and can now
serve as the Baronial Youth Minister at events if
needed. Announcement that next week’s meeting
will be at the Silver Dipper. We have no room rePage 5
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Exchequer—Francoise’s second quarterly report is
done. She has the checkbook at meeting tonight if
needed.
Web Minister—The photos that Chelsea took will be
up on the Facebook page and we can tag them from
there.
Herald—Aurora and Drake are working on the
Rivenstar Populace Badge
A&S—Olwen has a report due next week. Look for
Pennsic University on line for classes.
Archery—There was the event so there wasn’t any
archery practice between last week and tonight.
Chronicler—please send photos of the event to
Marian. She didn’t get a chance to take any; being in
the kitchen most of the time.
Baron—Wulf thanked everyone who participated in
the Equestrian Event. Now everyone should get
ready for War.
Current Business: Equestrian Event Report—It
is done! It went well according to the “post mortem”
held on Sunday morning. Details will wait for the
parking lot period after the meeting. Question—Do
we want to do this again next year or wait another
year? Discussion tabled until we’ve all recovered
from this one! Many Awards were given: King
Cameron awarded AOA’s to Lady Aurora, Lord
Boen and Lady Mikayla. Marian received a Purple
Fret, Nan a White Chamfron and Pieter a White
Lance. The first two Deans of the Equestrian College were present, Baroness Mistress Isabeau Pferebandiger and Master Sir Fionnbharr MacShane. His
Majesty King Cameron obtained an Equestrian Authorization and played on the thrown weapons range.
The efforts that were put into the camping area were
all well received. People really appreciated the
ground crew, especially that they were nonparticipating members who volunteered from the
Barony. Eleven people Authorized on Saturday.
Drake was one of them. Verdai was amazed at how
many equestrians participated and was also amazed
to be able to ride several different horses. The horse
seemed to enjoy the event as well. They all seemed
to be saying good-bye to each other as they pulled
out. There was one rescue—Bronwen’s mom came
from Ohio and ran out of gas within 8 miles of the
site. They sent a message out on Facebook and by
Page 6
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the time Pieter went out to see them, the rescue was
already on the way. Thanks to Adam MacAoidh.
Also noted that as a Barony we may want to thank
Kat and Tawnner who gave nearly a week of their
time to make this event happen and they aren’t
even members of the SCA! Hoobah for them!
Thanks also go out to Lady Aurora who made some
beautiful flag-fans and offered them in exchange
for a donation to support equestrian events. She
may be willing to do more of that in the idea of
helping with memberships etc.
Event Parking Lot: Had it been other than His
Majesty Cameron, we would have had egg on our
faces. We need to have more effort put into Royalty Retainers and a liaison. As he arrived Cameron just said that he was here to “hang out” and
didn’t want a lot of fuss. There was a suggestion to
have Authorizations on both days of the event and
in the evenings so as to get the most out of the day.
Give more guided riding and activities in the day.
People who bring their horses suggested that people who ride them might be able to show their
gratitude in a monetary sense. One thought was to
put out a “tip jar” or have a pony parade with mug
shots or even characteristics and foibles. A future
class idea from Ankara was horse economy class.
A class on the cost of owning a horse in real dollars. Another idea was put forth of hiring a riding
instructor in a paid position for the riding lessons.
It might not work well because people need to confirm for that sort of thing and getting commitment
this year was like pulling teeth. Nan had a good
idea of getting a hand-washing station for near the
food tent. Perhaps one could be found at a sporting
goods store. At to the food, maybe sharing the load
on food prep would be possible in the future. Also
remember the roaster might come in handy rather
than counting on the ovens only. They attendees
loved the Marshals Tourney at 9 AM. The MIT’s
ran the tourney with some of the Marshals (Takaya
included) making it an educational experience by
purposefully breaking the rules to see if they would
get caught. To the MIT’s credit, they were.
Tula called all the ground crew over and thanked
them. Francoise said she enjoyed sitting in the
shade and relaxing. It was a nice breeze.
Archery will be Thurs and Sun if it isn’t raining.
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A&S—As of today, Aurora is the A&S officer. She
is going for a monthly sewing/make your own pancake brunch on the first Sunday of the month starting on Sept. 1st. She is looking for those who are
interested in teaching classes especially classes for
new-comers who might need garb. Gallien suggested that fighters could sew their own armor.
Archery—Four new sets of fingerless gloves were
added to the equipment. Nan purchased 3 sets and
the other set was thrown in because she was buying
commissions for others and gave the vendor so
much business.
Webminister—Yoshichi noted that he was now job
-hunting having graduated. He may have to leave
Rivenstar. He is looking for content to finish the
website and is trying to put together a continuous
slide show for recruitment fairs.
Exchequer—we are good, no recent expenditures.
Student Org.—Booth space for both activities carnivals has been reserved. We may even have some
stage time as well. The Call-out will be Sept 3rd. at
the Armory from 8-10 PM.
Marshal—Armored practice will still be out at
Slayter Hill for the next two weeks.
Current Business: Need to set a time to go to Huis
Doorn to unload the trailer from Pennsic. Sunday, 1
PM. Looking forward—Christmas Court—the dates
could be Dec 6th or 13th. We can’t have the University Church this year. The church has to vacate
the premises. It has been purchased by Purdue and
is slated for destruction. So, Rocky will look into
St. Ann’s and Guiliana will look into Marriot Hall.
Choir practice will begin on Aug. 25th.
Pennsic Report: Rivenstar was well represented on
the rapier lists. Pieter either won or placed in several events. There was a Bouquet Tourney and the
victor brought home a large bouquet of flowers for
Nan. There was also a Thugs for Jugs Tourney in
which Pieter fought on behalf of Duchess Zarina.
The Queen of Atlantis gave Pieter a ring that she
Monday, August 11, 2014
Officer Reports: Equestrian—The horses were
wanted present at Zarina’s wake. There was also
walked this week. There is a horse event over Labor the annual Greybeard’s Tourney which was the last
Day weekend. The Middle Kindom Equestrian
fencing event on the last day for those 50 and older.
Event was a success. We actually made a little
Participants were between 50 and 67. The prize was
money. It was a great site. (someone noted modthe “Holy Grail” but since it was only a knock off, it
estly)
may not work. Pieter won that too and will remain
Monday, July 14, 2014
Meeting held at the Silver Dipper
Event Reports: Sigulf, Pieter and others reported
on Simple Day. There were over 500 people at the
event. Equestrians came to the main camp because
the arena was so far away. Pieter got to ride
Whisky. Bethie authorized in sword and shield.
Gwen learned how to sing a stick (mounted boffer).
Sir Marcus was made a Laurel for metal working
and weapons.
Officer Reports: Webminister—Yoshichi gave
photos of the Equestrian Event to Marian for the
RivenSTAR.
Archery—threw knives and axes. There were 5
people on Thurs. On Sun., Breanna, Wilhelm and
Nan cut cards with axes and knives.
Baron—He and Takaya went to see Duchess Zarina
in Illinois so weren’t able to go to Simple Day.
Equestrian—Horses! Pieter noted that at the
Equestrian Event at one time there were 12 about
him. They has 11 authorizations and less pony rides
than usual. Fionbarr and Isabeau arrived just in time
for Court. Both Bethie and Gallien had chances to
ride. Shadow tried to act up but Pieter handled him.
He was worked. No one was thrown. His Majesty
held Court, awards were given. It was less formal,
almost a moot with entertainment throughout.
Current Business: Someone noted that there
should be a section of the RivenSTAR names “From
the Baron’s Vault”. Note from Pennsic—Virnin appropriated the Rivenstar Power and Light Solar Panels for over the showers and Kitchen Sink and set up
a phone charging station by the showers.
There will be Archery on Thurs and Sun after 5 PM.
weather permitting. Please look for updates on road
construction information as you get to Pennsic. Pass
the info along.
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54 forever. In terms of total war points, the East
won but the Middle won all the rapier point which
could have been won. Chirurgeon—Dani noted that
the rapier fighters have grown to the point where
their injuries now match those of the heavies. She
also noted a lovely dance and response of the rapier
lines on both sides. Gallien noted that EMS was always right there where needed. Gallien represented
Rivenstar at the Known Worlde Baronial Rapier
Champions Showcase which was won by a young
lady only 16 yrs. old. He said that he was a very
strong second though. The new Known Worlde Ladies Rapier Champion is our own Narissa della
Badessa. Congratulations!! Merchants—this was
not the best ever war for Guiliana and Sigulf but it
was pretty good. Midnight Madness was great, with
many merchants selling out early. At Court, Dr.
Henry Best was made a Laurel. Dani had some
good news at Pennsic. She was able to get in touch
with the Society Chirurgeon in her capacity as the
Kingdom Chirurgeon. She has now been declared a
Master Chirurgeon. Takaya asked her to become
warrented by the Society standards a few years ago.
She has been the Baronial Chirurgeon for 23 years.
First Deans of the
Equestrian College
Baroness Mistress
Isabeau Pferebandiger and Master Sir
Fionnbharr MacShane revisited
Rivenstar during the
Middle Kingdom
Equestrian Event. Fionbarr gave an impromptu farrier demonstration starring Dargo and Blackie,
Enkara and Aendru’s horses.
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Nan and Pieter Thanks for all you do.
Nan received The
Order of the White
Chamfron which is
an award given by
the crown to those
who have shown
proficiency in
equestrian activities
or service in pro-
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More Royal Photos

moting the same.
Pieter received The
Order of the White
Lance which shall
be given to individuals who, in the
sight of the Crown,
have shown excellence in two of
three areas of
equestrian activities: skill, service
and the arts and sciences.
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All photographs in this issue are
courtesy of John Skinner and Yoshichi. Many Thanks.

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4 Business mtg. (8) 5
STEW 204

6 Armored practice: Slayter Hill
6:00 PM

7

8

9

10

11 Business mtg.
(8) STEW 204

12

13 Armored practice: Slayter Hill
6:00 PM

14

15

16

17

18 Business mtg.
(8) STEW 204

19

20 Armored practice: Slayter Hill
6:00 PM

21

22

23

24

25 Madrigals (7)
Business mtg. (8)
STEW 214

26

27 Armored prac- 28
tice Purdue Armory
8 PM

29

30

September 2014
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Aug 31

1 Madrigals (7)
Business mtg. (8)
STEW 214

2

3 Armored practice 4
Purdue Armory 8
PM

5

6

7

8 Madrigals (7)
Business mtg. (8)
STEW 214

9

10 Armored prac- 11
tice Purdue Armory
8 PM

12

13

14

15 Madrigals (7)
Business mtg. (8)
STEW 214

16

17 Armored prac- 18
tice Purdue Armory
8 PM

19

20

21

22 Madrigals (7)
Business mtg. (8)
STEW 214

23

24 Armored prac- 25
tice Purdue Armory
8 PM

26

27

28

29 Madrigals (7)
Business mtg. (8)
STEW 214

30

Oct 1 Armored
practice Purdue
Armory 8 PM

3

4
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